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company gulf oil spill compounded by bp’s control of “cleanup” - world socialist web site wsws gulf oil
spill compounded by bp’s control of “cleanup” by tom eley 13 may 2010 €€€the obama administration’s
decision to leave bp in control of its power to save the world - static1.1.sqspcdn - we originate lifeincreasing technology for the world.' " is there an echo in there? page 175: ... was he revealing some secret
catastrophe? no, he was referring to three mile island." huh. i would have guessed the 1959 explosion of sl-1.
page 190: "[rickover] told he three mile island commission that the nuclear industry could learn from the
safety record of the nuclear navy, which has ... questions of handling the legacy of radioactive ... - the
world’s first industrial nuclear accident by now, chelyabinsk 65’s cold war nomenclature has been stripped
away, and the town is now known as ozersk, located 100 kilometers northwest of chelyabinsk, the
administrative search news and topics - agriculturedefensecoalition - (may 14) -- even as proposals pour
in for cleaning up the gulf of mexico oil spill, one veteran of a massive (and secret) crude spill in the persian
gulf says he has a tried-and-true solution. now if only the people who could make it happen would return his
calls. investments for governance: better models of downside risks - the first job of a system ofglobal
governance is to prevent catastrophe: as an investment in governance the world academy ought to identify
(systematically) and improve (as necessary) models to identify, monitor, predict, and organize resources to
prevent catastrophic global costs. six areas of possible breakdowns here are examples from six areas. in each,
the world needs better forecasting ... 1 mayday in the gulf - brookings - 1 1 mayday in the gulf at 9:53
p.m. on april 20, 2010, andrea fleytas sent a “mayday” signal from the deepwater horizon, a mobile oil rig
sitting some chernobyl and its political fallout: a reassessment - responding to the challenger
catastrophe, ... 1986, and classified secret stated in part: by 3:30 am the fire was liquidated. measures are
being taken by personnel of the plant to cool the active area of the reactor. in the opinion of the third general
directorate of the ministry of health of the u.s.s.r., the need for special measures, including evacuation of the
population from the city are ... a 14-year-long oil spill in the gulf of mexico - effort to keep it secret in the
hopes of protecting its reputation and proprietary information about its operations, according to a lawsuit that
eventually forced the company to reveal its cleanup plan. the spill was hidden for six years before
environmental watchdog groups stumbled on oil slicks while monitoring the bp deepwater horizon disaster a
few miles north of the taylor site in 2010 ... the wrong kind of freedom? a review of david graeber’s the
... - and the secret joys of bureaucracy (brooklyn/london: melville house, 2015, 261 pages) ... the result is a
political catastrophe… every time there is a social crisis, it is the right,ratherthantheleft,whichbecomes
thevenuefor theexpression of popular anger (p. 6). manyofthe book’sreaderswill nodoubtsharegraeber’s
concernandbeveryinterested in his diagnosis. what they may find less ... re-selling japan - soas, university
of london - bursting of its property bubble after 1989, leaving it a world leader in zombie banks and
deflationary stagnation, the ‘japanese scenario’ a spectre haunt- ing the post–2008 us and eu. cleanedthe
environmental outlook in russia 1999 - dni - weapons information as a state secret will complicate
western cleanup assistance programs. the russian government recently made broad new categories of
environment-related information subject to secret classification in . response to revelations about
environmental problems at russian military bases by former military officers. environmental activism has been
on the wane since the breakup of ... hoppla zwillinge - learnwithmuseums - leisurely in each and chatting
up the galerieurs,.of data gathering as the statisticians of catastrophe..having used his body as a clapper in
the bell of the dumpster, junior hadul shook his head. he presented a second picture of perri, this one taken
on, bartholomew pointed, and the the chernobyl calamity and the limits of `glasnost' paper ... - failings
led to catastrophe, a sanitized story may eventually be released, but where kremlin policy led to disaster (such
as the nedelin catastrophe of 1960 or the soyuz-1 disaster in 1967), the entire event remains
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